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Gravitational Radiation: an Overview



The Languages of Gravity



Three languages for gravity:

(Isaac Newton)

(Albert Einstein)

(Richard Feynman)
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Electromagnetism also comes in 3 languages:

1) Coulombian (Electrostatic Potential Theory), 

2) Maxwellian (Classical Field Theory), and

3) Feynmanian (spin 1 photons and propagators).

We understand how 1, 2, and 3 combine fairly

seamlessly.  



Gravity, today is spoken in 3 languages:

1) Laplacian (Potential theory),  g = -∇Φ

2) Riemannian (space-time manifolds), and

3) Feynmanian (spin 2 gravitons, propagators).

We understand how 1 and 2 combine, but

not yet 3.   Understanding gravitational radiation

is essential for making gravity consistent with

quantum mechanics.    
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This is not what actually happens.   We can see 

what happens by following Maxwell: 
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The charge density at 

r’ at a time R/c before 

the current time t.



This is the direction of the lines of

electrical force near a + charge.





Kink moves out

at the speed of

light!



Gravitational radiation is very similar.



In Einstein’s theory of gravity, we live in a 

space, a “Minkowski space” in which the 

interval, or separation between events, is 

given by   -dw2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 .   

The odd sign dimension w is what our 

consciousness experiences as “time.” 

dw is normally huge compared with dx, dy, dz

so we write dw= c dt, where c is a very large

number, the speed of light.



In Einstein’s theory of gravity, gravity itself 

is not a force, but a distortion or “curvature” 

of how we measure this interval, or “metric”.   

Here is the simplest metric for a black hole, 

found by Karl Schwarzschild in 1916:

-c2 dt2 (1-2GM/rc2) + dr2 / (1-2GM/rc2) + dΩ2 .   

Demanding that the difference between the 

time part and the space part is a minimum,

gives the equations of motion for orbits!



The world of special relativity:

-c2dτ2 = -c2 dt2 +dx2 +dy2+dz2

= ηαβ dxαdxβ

With dx0=c dt, dx1=dx, dx2 =dy, dx3=dz



More generally, when matter is present,

-c2dτ2  = gαβ  dxαdxβ

Where now gαβ , the metric tensor, can be 

anything, depending upon coordinates

and the curvature of the spactime.

gαβ  = ηαβ is the world of special relativity.

gαβ  = ηαβ + hαβ , where all hαβ << 1, is the

world of gravitational radiation we will study.



Away from the sources, the hαβ satisfy the same

wave equation as the electric potential in 

Maxwell’s theory!   

There are two distinct modes of propagation.

With hαβ = Aαβ cos (kz – ωt),  ω = kc, 

1.) hxx = - hyy (and nothing else)

2.) hxy =   hyx (and nothing else)



Two modes of GW polarisation

+ mode : hxx = - hyy × mode: hxy = hyx

Note:  interval dxi  goes to  dxi + (1/2) hij dxj ,

so dx goes to dx +(1/2)(hxx dx + hxy dy)



A radial gravitational radiation wave form.

Now, the + polarisation is hθθ = - h𝜑𝜑 , and 

the ×polarization is hθ𝜑 = h𝜑θ .



The ENERGY in a gravitational wave:  

how hard is it to bend space and time?

Multiply by - ∂hαβ / ∂t  and sum over α and β.



The ENERGY a gravitational wave:  

how hard is it to bend space and time?

Has the form of any energy conservation

equation: ∂/∂t (density) + div(flux) = 0.

But only up to an overall multiplicative factor!

Need to include the sources to determine that

factor: rate at which grav. field does work on

the sources!  



Energy Density:

Energy Flux:

Flux = Energy density × c for a plane wave.



For a sum of plane waves, energy density:

Sh (f) is the “power spectral density” of a 

superposition of waves.

ρGW c2 = 



For a sum of plane waves, energy density:

becomes: 

ρGW c2 =

ρGW c2 =  



Cosmologists like to study the background of

gravitational waves.   The critical energy density

that would keep space exactly flat is given by 





Hulse and Taylor 1974 Binary Pulsar 1913+16



Binary stars lose energy and ang. mom. to GW!





Evolution of Hulse-Taylor PSR
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Binary pulsar 1913+16
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PSR J0737−3039

Discovered 2004.

Binary Pulsars, 

small e = 0.088, 

nearby, seen edge-on

rapid period 2.45 h.

Agreement with GR

to 0.013% !
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The 2015 breakthrough….
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LIGOLIGO SCHEMATIC





laser carrier=sin(40t)

x(t) signal= cos(t) +cos(2t)2t)
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The latest: 

Pulsar

Timing

Array



How do the changes in arrival times from two 

different pulsars due to the passage of a GW

depend on the angular separation of the 

pulsar pairs?   (Time scale of years.) 



The Hellings-Downs curve.

2x2(ln x  -1/12) +1/3, x = sin(θ/2)

θθ



NANOGrav data



This is an unresolved background.  LIGO is

individual sources.    The background probably 

consists of merging supermassive black holes 

in the centres of galaxies throughout the 

Universe.    We may soon see some individual 

sources poke out of the background….and we 

may also, of course, be taken by surprise!   


